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Recent analytical studies and particle-in-cell simulations suggested that the electron 
velocity distribution function in a Hall thruster plasma is non-Maxwellian and anisotropic.1,2 
The electron average kinetic energy in the direction parallel to walls is several times larger 
than the electron average kinetic energy in direction normal to the walls. Electrons are 
stratified into several groups depending on their origin (e.g., plasma discharge or thruster 
channel walls) and confinement (e.g., lost on the walls or trapped in the plasma). Practical 
analytical formulas are derived for wall fluxes, secondary electron fluxes, plasma 
parameters, and conductivity. The calculations based on analytical formulas agree well with 
the results of numerical simulations. The self-consistent analysis demonstrates that elastic 
electron scattering on collisions with atoms and ions plays a key role in formation of the 
electron energy distribution function and plasma-wall interaction. The fluxes of electrons 
from the plasma bulk are shown to be proportional to the rate of scattering to loss cone, thus 
collision frequency determines the wall potential and secondary electron fluxes. Secondary 
electron emission from the walls is shown to enhance the electron conductivity across the 
magnetic field, while having almost no effect on insulating properties of the near-wall 
sheaths. Such a self-consistent decoupling between secondary electron emission effects on 
electron energy losses and electron crossed-field transport is currently not captured by the 
existing fluid and hybrid models of the Hall thrusters. 

Nomenclature 

x = coordinate normal to the walls, along the applied magnetic field 
z = coordinate parallel to the walls, along the applied electric field 
t = time 
vx,y,z = electron velocity components  
w = electron kinetic energy  
wx,y,z = kinetic energy of electron motion in the x, y, and z direction respectively  
m = electron mass  
M = ion mass  
e = elementary charge 
H = width of the plasma slab  
Ex,z = components of the electric field intensity (the self-consistent field is normal to the wall)  
Bx = induction of the applied magnetic field  
Φ = electrostatic potential relative to the dielectric wall at x = H  
na = neutral gas density  
ne = electron density  
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νturb = frequency of “turbulent” collisions  
νen = frequency of electron-neutral collisions  
λc = electron mean free path between two collisions  
µc = collisional electron mobility across the magnetic field 
rL = electron Larmor radius  
ωc = electron cyclotron frequency  
∆w|| = energy gain/loss parallel to the walls after a single “turbulent” or electron-neutral collision.  
Γ1 = total primary electron flux towards a wall  
Γ2 = total flux of secondary electrons emitted from a wall  
Γi = ion flux to a wall 
γ = total secondary electron emission coefficient  
γcr = critical value of the secondary electron emission coefficient for space charge saturated sheath regime 
Tcr = critical electron temperature for space charge saturated sheath regime with Maxwellian electrons 
γb = partial emission coefficient of a secondary electron beam  
γp = partial emission coefficient of plasma electrons  
wb = average energy of a secondary electron beam when it impinges on the wall  
wp = average energy of plasma electrons when they impinge on the wall  
Γb = primary electron flux towards one wall due to the electrons emitted from the opposite wall  
Γe = primary electron flux towards one wall due to the collision-ejected electrons from the plasma bulk  
α = coefficient of penetration of the beam of secondary electrons through the plasma  
uy,z = components of flow velocity of a secondary electron beam in the y and z directions respectively  
Tex,z = effective electron temperatures along the x and z axes, respectively 
Jz = total electric current density along the z axis  
Jbz = electric current density along the z axis due to the near-wall conductivity effect 
 
  

I. Introduction 
 
 here is a reliable experimental evidence of the wall material effect on operation of a Hall thruster.3,4 The 
existing fluid theories explain this effect due to a strong secondary electron emission (SEE) from the channel 

walls. The SEE is predicted to weaken insulating properties of the near-wall sheaths and, thereby, (i) to cause 
cooling of plasma electrons and (ii) to enhance the electron conductivity across the magnetic field. From a practical 
standpoint, a strong SEE from the channel walls is expected to cause additional inefficiencies due to enhanced 
power losses in the thruster discharge, and an intensive heating of the channel walls by almost thermal electron 
fluxes from the plasma. Moreover, because the SEE leads to lower values of the sheath potential drop, ion-induced 
erosion of the channel walls can be also affected. Although these predictions can be certainly applied for plasmas 
with electrons, which have a Maxwellian electron velocity distribution function, there is no consensus between the 
existing fluid4,5,6 and kinetic models7,  8 on how strong the SEE effects on the thruster plasma are. According to 
kinetic simulations1,2,7-  9  the electron energy distribution function in a collisionless thruster plasma is depleted at high 
energy due to electron-wall collisions. Under such conditions, the electron losses to the walls can be hundreds times 
smaller than the losses predicted by the fluid theories. A similar situation was also reported for other kinds of low-
pressure gas discharges.10, ,11 12 Note that the deviation of the electron velocity distribution function (EVDF) from 
Maxwellian does not necessarily mean that the SEE cannot play a significant role in the thruster discharge. In 
experiments with a Hall thruster operated at high discharge voltages, the maximum electron temperature and the 
electron cross-field current were strongly affected by the SEE properties of the channel wall materials.13,14

T 

In recent particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations, 1,2,9 and in the kinetic study we showed that the SEE effect on power 
losses in a thruster discharge is quite different from what was predicted by previous fluid and kinetic studies. In 
simulations, the EVDF is strongly anisotropic, depleted at high energy and maybe even non-monotonic. The 
electron average kinetic energy in the direction parallel to walls is several times larger than the electron average 
kinetic energy in direction normal to the walls. Secondary electrons form two beams propagating between the walls 
of a thruster channel in opposite radial directions, 1,2 (also predicted by Ahedo in the fluid study15) In the present 
paper, we focus on a role of elastic electron scattering (due to electron-atom and Coulomb collisions) in the 
formation of the EVDF and explain how it influences electron-wall interaction in the thruster discharge. It is shown 
that for high-performance Hall thrusters, the electron fluxes to the walls are limited by the source of these electrons, 
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which is determined mainly by the frequencies of elastic electron collisions with atoms and ions. The sheath 
insulating properties depend on the electron EVDF and, therefore, also on the rate of elastic scattering of plasma 
electrons. In previous kinetic studies of Hall thrusters, the so-called non-local approach16 was used for modeling of 
the thruster plasma. The traditional non-local approach was developed for large gas discharges with overall 
dimensions of order tens of centimeters, and at pressures above 10mTorr. Under such conditions, the electron mean 
free path is much smaller than the discharge gap c Hλ << and the EVDF is isotropic even for electrons with 
energy larger than the wall potential.  However, the traditional non-local approach can not be applied to collisionless 
plasmas, Hc >>λ . For Hall thrusters, because the electron mean free path is much larger than the thruster channel 
dimensions, the EVDF is predicted to be anisotropic,1,2 especially for electrons with energy larger than the wall 
potential. In this work, we show that the anisotropy of the EVDF strongly affects the electron flux to the wall. 
Practical analytical formulas are derived for wall fluxes, secondary electron fluxes, plasma parameters and 
conductivity. The calculations based on analytical formulas agree well with the results of numerical simulations.  

An important implication of the present work is that future theoretical and experimental studies need to 
determine the influence of these kinetic effects on the thruster performance, heating and erosion of the channel 
walls. For instance, a reduction in gas density in the thruster channel might significantly reduce electron fluxes to 
the walls since the electron-ion collisions are less frequent than elastic electron-atom collisions in xenon plasmas for 
typical plasma parameters for thruster operation.. 

II. Electron Velocity Distribution Function in a Channel of Hall Thruster Discharge  
 
Formation of the EVDF in the channel of a Hall thruster discharge was studied using a 1D3V particle-in-cell code. 
The code, slab geometry and numerical results are described in detail elsewhere. 1,2,,9 Typical results of numerical 
simulations are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. Here, the discharge parameters are Ez = 52 V/cm, Bx = 91 G, < νt > = 
1.4x106 s-1, νturb = 7.8x106 s-1. The EVDF consists of the bulk electrons and SEE beams.  

 
Figure 1  EVDFs over vx (normal to the walls) in the discharge center plotted versus energy 
wx=mvx

2/2 (negative energy values correspond to propagation in the negative direction): bulk electrons 
in simulation with SEE (solid red curve), SEE beams (solid green curves), bulk electrons in simulation 
with completely absorbing wall (solid blue curve), and Maxwellian EVDF with Tx = 10.1 eV (dashed 
magenta curve). Dashed vertical lines indicate the plasma potential in simulation with SEE Φ = 23 V 
(red)and in simulation with absorbing wall Φ = 24.1 V. 

 
The EVDF is not a Maxwellian. However, in different energy regions the EVDF may be approximated by a 

Maxwellian EVDF with the corresponding temperature (Figs. 1 and 2). For instance, the EVDF over the normal 

velocity  obtained by averaging of the three-dimensional EVDF  is 

characterized by the effective “normal” temperature T

)( xx vf ),,()( zyxzyxx vvvfdvdvvf ∫
∞

∞−

=

ex (Fig. 1) introduced as the energy value that decreases e 
times the EVDF over vx (here e = 2.718…). Similarly, the effective average temperature in the z direction, Tez, may 
be introduced as the energy value decreasing e times the EVDF over vz. The exact definitions of these effective 
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average temperatures are given in Refs. 2 and 9. We found that the ratio between the average temperatures Tex and 
Tez are better characteristics of the EVDF anisotropy then the ratio of the average energies1,2,9. Table 1 summarizes 
the results of numerical simulation for a number of considered thruster cases. The plasma bulk EVDF is anisotropic, 
with the temperature in the direction of the applied electric field Tez higher (typically by a factor close to two) than 
the temperature in the direction normal to the wall Tex.  

 
Figure 2 EVDFs over vz (along the axial E-field) in the discharge center plotted versus energy 
wz=mvz

2/2 (negative energy values correspond to propagation in the negative direction): bulk 
electrons in simulation with SEE (solid red curve), bulk electrons in simulation with completely 
absorbing wall (solid blue curve), and Maxwellian EVDF with Tz = 20.1 eV (dashed magenta curve). 

 
It is important to emphasize that according to PIC simulations, plasma parameters, including the plasma 

potential and the electron temperatures are almost insensitive to the SEE. Table 1 summarizes results of self-
consistent PIC simulations1,2,9 for the same thruster input parameters with and without SEE. According to these 
simulations, the SEE may strongly increase the electron current along the axial electric field. This result will be 
discussed in the last section of this paper. 

 
Figure 3 The circle in the two-dimensional velocity space (vx,vz) for particles with energy w = 
m(v

x

2 
+ v

z

2
)/2 > eΦ or, approximately, w ≈ eΦ + Tez. The red section of the circle is the loss cone.  

 
 
The electrons with the energy sufficient to overcome the sheath potential, quickly escape from the plasma to the 

wall, where, depending on their energy, they either are lost due to recombination at the wall or produce secondary 
electrons. In any event, a high energy part of the EVDF is strongly depleted (Fig. 1) and often termed as the loss 
cone in the phase space.11,12 The loss cone in two-dimensional velocity space is shown in Fig. 3. Electrons with a 
given kinetic energy w form a spherical shell in the velocity space. If w>eΦ, where Φ is the plasma potential relative 
to the wall, then some of these electrons have the energy of motion normal to the wall, wx, sufficient to leave the 
system, wx >eΦ. In the velocity space the vectors of velocities of these electrons are inside the cone with the 
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opening angle θ = 2 cos−1[(eΦ/w)1/2]. Note that θ  depends on the energy w and 0 < θ < π/2. The total solid angle in 
three-dimensional velocity space leading to wall losses to one wall is Ω1=2π(1-cosθ), for two walls Ω=2Ω1=4π(1-
cosθ). This cone is called the loss cone.  

The loss cone, i.e., the shortage of electrons capable of escaping to the wall (wx> Φ ) in the EVDF is clearly 
seen in Fig. 1. In the fluid approach, it is implicitly assumed that the loss cone is always filled, which is not the case 
for most of collisionless plasmas. Therefore, the conventional fluid expressions for the wall electron flux and the 
sheath potential drop are not so applicable for the thruster plasma. The analytical solution of kinetic equation for the 
EVDF in the loss cone, flc, was derived in Ref. 12. The EVDF in the loss cone is replenished due to elastic scattering 
which transfers electrons from outside of the loss cone to the loss cone, and is emptied due to the free flight to the 
walls with the rate determined by the transit time (~ H/vx). In other words, elastic scattering of electrons in the 
thruster plasma provides a supply of high-energy electrons, which can escape to the channel walls.  

Note that for the thruster plasma with λc>>H, the time between collisions λc/v far exceeds the transit time H/v. 
As a result, the EVDF over vz is not depleted in the high energy tail wz>eΦ, (Fig. 2). This case is in contrast to 
collisional low-pressure gas discharges16 which operate in the limit of λc <<H, and where the isotropic EVDF is 
strongly depleted in the high energy tail, w>eΦ . One could expect that as the gas pressure reduces, the depletion of 
the EVDF increases due to faster losses of electrons to the walls. However, this intuitive scenario of depletion of 
isotropic EVDF fails when scattering collisions of electrons are not frequent enough to match the depletion rate of 
the EVDF in the direction to the wall. Thus, the EVDF in the loss cone is practically empty, but outside of the loss 
cone it is not depleted due to low loss rate in elastic collisions. For Hall thrusters, the EVDF is depleted in the 
direction normal to the channel wall, but not in the direction parallel to the wall (Figs. 1 and 2). 

The solution of the kinetic equation gives the EVDF as an integral over time of flight of the scattering rate from 
outside of the loss cone to the loss cone  
 

/2

0

1( , ) ' ( ', ')
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df x dx vf x
v d

π σ= Ω
Ω∫ ∫v dv                                 (1) 

 

For an isotropic EVDF the integration is straightforward and ( , ) ' ( ', )/
L

lc en x
x

f x dx f x vν= v∫v . Therefore, the 

EVDF in the loss cone is small by a factor of order H/λc compared with the EVDF outside loss cone. Here, H is a 
characteristic size of the plasma bounded between two walls (channel width).  

III. Wall Particle Fluxes in Hall thruster Channel 

A. The reduced wall electron fluxes due to the depleted loss cone 
The electron flux to the wall in the limit of large electron mean free path λc>>H is given in Ref.12. The wall 

electron flux is reduced by a factor of order H/ λc compared with the calculation assuming an isotropic EVDF. For 
typical thruster conditions H/ λc ~ 1/100. For anisotropic EVDF, the integration in Eq. (1) becomes cumbersome. 
However, for illustration, the electron flux to the wall can be written as  
 

8 exp
8

ez
e e

c e

TH n
m Tλ π

⎛ ⎞Φ
Γ = −⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠z

,      (2) 

 
Here,  is the plasma density in the center, see e.g., Ref. en 17. In equation (2) we used the fact that for most of our 
calculations the temperature in the z-direction is larger than that in the x-direction. Electrons with total energy more 
than the confinement threshold, w>eΦ, scattered into the loss cone (i.e. lost to the walls) mostly originate from large 
pitch angle scattering, therefore, the fraction of these electrons and their velocity are determined by the electron 
temperature in the electric field direction rather than in the direction to the walls. This explains why Tez appears in 
Eq. 2 instead of Tex.  

B. Penetration coefficients of secondary electron emission beams  
The secondary electrons emitted from the opposite walls are accelerated in the near-wall sheaths towards the 

plasma and form counter-streaming beams. For a quasi-stationary symmetric plasma, wall potentials are the same 
for the opposite walls. When the beam electrons penetrate through the plasma bulk, they may gain enough energy 
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(due to the E×B motion) to pass the sheath and induce the SEE from the wall. Refs. 1, 2 and 15 introduced a 
phenomenological penetration coefficient α  to describe the loss of the SEE beam current after propagation between 
the walls. Scattering of the SEE beams can occur due to collisions with atoms or bulk plasma electrons. However, 
the probability for such scattering to occur is small, (~ few percents) because the electron mean free path is very 
large for typical thruster collisions. Another scattering mechanism involves high-frequency electric field oscillations 
with a period shorter or comparable with the time of electron flight through the thruster channel. Such high-
frequency electric field oscillations may arise due to the two-stream instability between the SEE beam and the bulk 
electrons. This instability excites the plasma oscillations with the frequency close to the electron plasma frequency. 
The necessary condition for this instability is non-monotonic 1D EVDF . The 1D EVDF can become non-
monotonic due to the presence of a very large number of SEE electrons. PIC simulations confirm the predictions of 
theory. The details of simulations and theory of two-stream instability are given in Refs. 1 and 

)( xx vf

18. 
The two-stream instability results in the energy transfer from SEE beam to bulk electrons, therefore some of SEE 

beam electrons can not leave plasma because their wx energy becomes smaller than the wall potential, wx< Φ. This 
leads to the accumulation of loosely trapped in plasma potential or “weakly-confined” former SEE beam electrons. 
However, after certain time these electrons can acquire energy from “fresh” SEE beam electrons and leave the 
plasma. Fig. 4a shows the time evolution of SEE fluxes. About 20 percent of the SEE beam does not reach the 
opposite wall. However, the reduction of flux is totally compensated by the flux of “weakly-confined” electrons. In 
PIC codes this reduction may also be attributed to finite number of particles per cell of the computational grid and 
associated electric field noise.  

Summarizing, (i) the effective penetration coefficient should be equal to unity, i.e., all SEE electrons from one 
wall eventually reach the opposite wall, and (ii) the emitted electron flux is balanced by the sum of fluxes due to the 
beam and the “weakly-confined” (former secondary) electrons. In other words, the contribution of secondary 
electrons to the current at the ceramic channel walls is canceled. Therefore, the ion current to the wall is balanced by 
the flux of bulk electrons scattered into the loss cone. Simulations results presented in Fig.4b confirm this 
assumption: the ion flux is practically compensated by the collision - ejected electron flux.  

 
Figure 4 Temporal dependences of wall fluxes obtained in PIC simulation. (a) Secondary 
electron beam emitted at x=0 (red), secondary electron beam registered at x=H (green), sum of 
fluxes of the beam and of the weakly-confined electrons at x=H (blue). (b) Ion flux (red) and 
collision - ejected electron flux (blue) at x=H.  
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Table 1. Comparison of PIC simulation results with values given by Eqs.(2-4), (10), and (13).  
 
 

 Simulation  
number 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

SEE included Yes No Yes No Yes No 

zE  [V/cm] 52 52 200 200 200 200 

xB  [G] 91 91 100 100 100 100 

L  [cm] 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 3 3 

an  [1012 cm-3] 2 2 1 1 1 1 

Simulation parameters (constants) 1, 2,9

turbν  [106 s-1] 7.81 7.81 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 

Φ  [V] 23 24.1 19.4 25.8 24.9 28 

exT  [eV] 10.1 10.6 12.1 11.9 12.1 11.9 

ezT  [eV] 20.1 20.4 36.7 41.8 39.3 41.9 

enν  [106 s-1] 1.4 1.4 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 

cλ  [cm] 1.90 1.91 5.13 5.48 5.31 5.48 

en  [1011 cm-3] 1.93 2.23 1.58 1.70 1.86 1.90 

pγ  1.18 n/a 1.59 n/a 1.72 n/a 

bγ  0.564 n/a 0.920 n/a 0.732 n/a 

zJ  [A/m2] 82 89 85 29 45 33 

bzJ  [A/m2] 2.3 n/a 58.4 n/a 13.1 n/a 

Values obtained in simulations 

iΓ  [1020 m-2 s-1] 2.44 2.76 2.03 2.23 2.65 2.71 

Eq.(3) with  and  from 
simulations 

en exT iΓ  [1020 m-2 s-1] 2.62 3.1 2.35 2.51 2.77 2.80 

Eq.(2) with Φ , and  from 
simulations 

ezT eΓ  [1020 m-2 s-1]  3.04 3.38 2.3 2.31 2.93 2.89 

Eq.(4) with  and  from 
simulations 

exT ezT Φ  [V]  25.9 25.8 18.6 21.5 27.1 29.2 

Eq.(10) with Φ  and  from 
simulations 

ezT Tx [eV] 10.7 11.1 12.7 15.6 15.2 16.8 

Eq.(13) with enν , turbν , and  
from simulations 

exT Tz [eV] 27.98 27.69 68.56 68.94 76.85 77.23 

Correction coefficient in Eq. 13 
k ≡Tez (for k =1)/Tez (PIC)

k 1.39 1.36 1.87 1.65 1.96 1.84 
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Eq.(18) with pγ , bγ , , and 

 from simulations 
en

exT
bzJ  [A/m2] 3.2 n/a 68.1 n/a 21.5 n/a 
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C. Analytical estimate of the wall potential and collision-ejected electron flux 
The ion flux can be estimated from the Bohm criterion and the fact that for a planar geometry, the plasma density 

approximately decreases twice from the plasma center to the plasma sheath boundary in a collisionless case (when 
ion mean free path is large compared with the channel width), see, for example, Ref. 17: 
 

1 /
2i e exn T MΓ = .                                                                                                                                           (3) 

 
The comparison of calculation for electron, eΓ , and ion, iΓ , fluxes based on Eqs. (2) and (3) with simulation data 
shows are shown in Table 1. Agreement between analytical estimate and numerical data is surprisingly good, given 
the fact that equations are the approximate estimates rather than the exact calculations. The further details of 
comparison will be given in our future publications.  

As explained above, in spite of the presence of a strong SEE, the SEE beams do not contribute to the current 
balance at the wall. The plasma potential at the center with respect to the wall (i.e. the potential drop in the sheath 
and pre-sheath) is determined from the ambipolarity criterion that the ion flux is compensated by the collision-
ejected electron flux . Thus, substituting fluxes from Eqs. (2) and (3) gives iΓ = Γe

 

⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
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⎝

⎛
=Φ

m
M

T
TH

e
T

ex

ez
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ez

πλ 2
ln .                                                                                                                       (4) 

 
For the conditions in Fig.1, the contribution from the sheath potential gives 5.3, the potential drop in the plasma 
gives 0.70 and reduction due to empty loss cone gives -5.1 totaling wall potential being of order Tez :  
 

 ( )2
ln2 ln 5.3 0.7 5.1

2
ez c ex ez ez

ez

T T TM
e m L T e e

λ
π

⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞⎟⎜⎢ ⎥⎟⎜Φ ≈ + − = + − ≈⎟⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟⎟⎜⎜⎝ ⎠⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

T Φ .    (5) 

 
The first term is the sheath potential; the second is due to the potential drop in the plasma; and the last term accounts 
for the reduction of the electron flux due loss cone. Note a big contribution of the term describing reduction of the 
electron flux due loss cone, not described in current fluid and kinetic theories.  

Let us emphasis here again that the result of Eq. (5) is only seemingly similar to the result obtained by the fluid 
theory for the sheath potential drop in the space charge limited sheath regime. The physical meaning of Eq. (5) is 
fundamentally different because the SEE contribution to the flux balance is self-canceled and, therefore, the plasma 
potential with respect to the wall does not depend on the SEE.  

IV. Reason for Anisotropic Electron Velocity Distribution Function 
 
In a typical gas discharge the EVDF is isotropic i.e., it is a function of the electron speed only f(v). The reason 

for the isotropic EVDF is that the energy relaxation time for an electron is larger than the scattering time due to 
collisions or the energy relaxation frequency is smaller than the electron-neutral elastic scattering collision 
frequency16     
 

enεν ν<< .  (6)  
 
Here, εν  is the energy relaxation frequency typically determined by inelastic collisions including excitation and 
ionization. For electrons with energy larger than the wall potential, wall losses are the fastest energy loss mechanism 
and the characteristic energy relaxation frequency becomes the frequency of scattering into the loss cone which 
equals to the electron-neutral elastic scattering collision frequency times the probability of scattering into the loss 
cone13 (ratio of the loss cone solid angle, Ω, to the solid angle corresponding to the entire sphere)  
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/ 4enεν ν π≈ Ω .      (7) 
 
The loss cone into two walls for electron energies at ezw T= Φ +  is  
 

4 ez

ez

T
T

πΩ =
Φ +

.     (8) 

 
In equation (8)  can be estimated making use of Eq.(4). Under conditions of Hall thruster operation, the wall 
potential is smaller but comparable with T

/ ezTΦ
ez (see Eq.(5) and Table 1) and the loss cone is wide which gives large 

effective energy relaxation frequency  
 

~ ez
en

ez

T
Tεν ν

Φ +
.     (9) 

 
As a result, an electron with energy larger than the wall potential does not have time to scatter (isotropize) energy 
acquired from the electric field in the z-direction, and the EVDF is anisotropic. Moreover, because transformation of 
energy from the y and z-directions to the x-direction occurs due to scatter outside loss cone, (1 / 4 )π− Ω , the ratio 

of temperatures can be estimated as ~ /(1 / 4ex ezT T )π− Ω . Then, using Eq.(8) we obtain  
 

ez
ez

ex T
T

T
+Φ
Φ

≈ ,   (10) 

 
where  can be deduced from Eq.(4). The comparison of Eq. (10) with simulation data is given in Table 1. An 
agreement between the results of PIC simulations and the analytical estimations is satisfactory, given the fact that 
these estimations are approximate and performed for the sake of a qualitative analysis.  

ezT/Φ

Note that if the loss cone is small (when ezTΦ >> ) then (1 / 4 ) 1π− Ω ≈  and EVDF becomes isotropic. In 

the opposite case, when the loss cone is large 4π∆Ω →  and , the anisotropy increases (Table 1). /ex ezT T → 0
 

We shall now derive an expression for the temperature Tez. Figure 2 demonstrates that in the direction of axial 
electric field, the EVDF can be described as a Gaussian function with a temperature Tez. The flux of energetic 
electrons to the walls is also determined by this temperature. It is more probable for these energetic electrons to 
escape to the walls (i.e. to be in the lost cone) than to lose their energy on ionization and excitation (i.e. to be outside 
the lost cone). Therefore, the electron temperature  can be roughly estimated from the balance of electron heating 
and wall energy losses for these fast electrons. The Joule heating for tail electrons can be written as  

zT

 
2 2

2
turb en

ezf z z ef
c

J E H e E n H
m

ν ν
ω

+
≈ ,                                                                                                                   (11) 

 
where nef is the effective density of electrons with energy larger than the wall potential, w>eΦ, and Jezf is the current 
carried by fast electrons. Wall losses can be expressed as ef ezQ n T Hεν≈ , or, substituting εν  from Eq. (9),  
 

ez
en ef ez
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TQ H n T
Tε ν=

Φ +
 .                                                                                                                                (12) 
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Eqs. (4), (10) –(12) allow to determine the electron temperatures, Tez and Tex and the plasma potential. By equating 
Eqs. (11) and (12), and using Eq.(4), an approximate expression for the electron temperature in the direction of the 
electric field is 
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,                                                                               (13) 

 
where, k is the correction coefficient, which can be obtained by a comparison of the approximate temperature 
estimations with the exact result of PIC simulations. Note that Eq.(13) can be derived making use of energy 
diffusion coefficient, which is the product of the effective scattering frequency, )( turben νν + , and the energy step, 

ceEρ , acquired by an electron from the electric field during spatial step in z-direction on one electron cyclotron 

radius /c cvρ ω⊥= .  
The comparison of Eq. (13) with simulation data are shown in Table 1. An agreement is again satisfactory given 

the fact that approximate calculations were performed only as an order of magnitude estimate. The correction 
coefficient k is varied between 1.4 to about 2. Note that for the thruster conditions in Fig. 1, Eq. 13 can be simplified 

using Eq. 5: . Also, the correction factor k can be attributed to the fact that the 
EVDF is not a Maxwellian and Eq.(13) approximates the electron temperature in the EVDF tail only, rather than in 
the bulk, as given in Table.1.  

( ) ( 212 B/Em/kT eenetez νν+≈ )

V. Electron Cross-Field Current Induced by Secondary Electron Emission Beams  
 
Finally, we shall consider the effect of SEE on the electron cross-field current (Table 1). The SEE beams can 

carry considerable current. The motion of secondary electrons in crossed electric and magnetic fields is given by  
 

⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
−= ∫

x

bx
c

x

z
bz xu

dx
B
Exu

0 )(
1sin)( ω , (14) 

 
where  and  are the beam velocity components. The electric current density along the z direction 
created by the electrons of a SEE beam and averaged over the channel width is  

)(xubz )(xubx

 

0

( ) ( )
H

bz b bz
eJ dxn x u
H

= − ∫ x ,    (15) 

 
where  
 

)()1()(
)(

xuxu
xn

bxb

ip

bx

b
b γ

γ
−

Γ
=

Γ
=  (16) 

 
is the beam density,  and  are the beam and the ion fluxes towards the wall, bΓ iΓ bγ  and pγ  are the partial 
emission coefficients due to the electrons of the beam and the plasma bulk, respectively. Here we used expression 
for the beam flux from Refs. 1,2 and 9. Assuming for simplicity that the beam velocity normal to the walls is 

constant, meuxu bxbx /2)( Φ=≈ , and substituting  from Eq.(14) and  from Eq.(16) into Eq.(15) 
with ion flux (3), one obtains  

)(xubz )(xnb
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2
0

1 sin
1 2

H
p ex z

bz e
b x

T EmJ n d
H M B

ϕγ
ϕ ϕ

γ
≈

− ∫ ,. (17) 

 
where /H c bH u xϕ ω=  is the maximal phase of cyclotron rotation of the beam. PIC simulations with typical Hall 

thruster parameters show that usually 2/32 ππϕ +≈ nL , where ,...2,1=n . Then the integral in (17) is equal to 
unity, and the electric current density due to the SEE beams emitted from both walls is 
 

21
p ex z

bz e
b x

T EmJ n
H M

γ
γ

≈
− B

. (18) 

 
This current can significantly contribute to the total conductivity and may explain the influence of wall material on 
thruster operation observed in experiments5. This estimate is similar to Morozov’s prediction of the near-wall 
conductivity19,20 but we calculated the SEE fluxes self-consistently, from the plasma parameters. Note that the 
values of ,p bγ γ  depend on the electron temperature, wall potential and electric field. 

The physical explanation for the current in Eq.(18) is as follows. The SEE electron during one pass from the wall 
to the opposite wall moves in the z direction by the distance of order /c v cρ ω⊥= , where . 

Then, the average velocity in z-direction is 

/d zv u E B⊥ = = x

~ /( / ) /z c bx d bxu H u u u H cρ ω= . The expression for the current 

density zbbz uenJ =  corresponds to the exact calculation in Eq.(18). Table 1 contains the values of the electric 
current density due to the SEE beams obtained in simulations and analytically with Eq.(18). There is a reasonably 
good agreement between the numerical and the analytical values. Note that for simulation 3 in Table 1, the SEE 
beams create the major part of the current. 

VI. Conclusions 
 
We suggested simplified analytical formulas for averaged kinetic plasma parameters of a Hall thruster. 

Calculations based on derived analytical formulas for the plasma potential, the wall electron flux, and the electron 
temperatures agree well with particle-in cell simulations results. The SEE effect on power losses in a thruster 
discharge is shown to be quite different from what was predicted by previous fluid and kinetic studies. The kinetic 
calculation gives the values of the electron flux of few orders of magnitude smaller than the values obtained in 
calculation performed making use of the fluid approach. The difference is attributed due to the presence of a large 
loss cone in the electron velocity distribution function. The EVDF in the loss cone is determined by elastic scattering 
of electrons due to collisions with atoms and Coulomb collisions.  

Another important result of these kinetic studies is that the SEE contribution to the flux balance at the walls is 
self-canceled and, therefore, the plasma potential with respect to the wall and electron energy losses on the walls are 
almost insensitive to the SEE. Secondary electrons emitted from the walls form two counter-streaming beams. The 
effective coefficient for penetration of the SEE beams from one wall to the opposite wall is equal to unity. This is 
because the electrons, which lose energy and cannot leave plasma in one pass through the channel, will eventually 
gain energy and escape the plasma. The SEE beams may carry considerable portion of the cross-field electron 
current due to their cycloid trajectory in ExB field. This may explain the influence of wall material on the thruster 
operation observed in experiments.5  The detail analysis of these and other results of these kinetic studies, as well as 
the generalization of this study for two-dimensional geometry will be discussed in separate papers. 
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